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Abstract
This paper considers a stage-structured three species model with intra-guild predation (IGP). First, we show local and global
stability of IGP model. It is known that introduction of IGP in tritrophic food chain can destabilize the system. So in order to
ensure survival of all species for all future time, we show a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for permanence of IGP model. Next,
we consider the IGP model with a stage structure for predator. The model uses time delay to express a maturation period and a
through-stage survival rate for the predator. By using stability switch criteria which can provide practical guidelines that combine
graphical information with analytical work, we can show that the delay can stabilize the IGP model.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In biological communities, both interaction among species and stage structure of species greatly affect their stability.
This paper deals with two models to consider these effects. One is a three species model with intra-guild predation
(IGP) known as a kind of omnivory. The other is the IGP model with stage-structure for predator.
First, we consider IGP model. This model has been studied by many authors [3,6–9]. In tritrophic food chain IGP
means that predator eats not only prey but also resource. With respect to the inﬂuence of IGP, Holt and Polis [6] noted
that relatively small amounts of IGP can strongly destabilize the system. Tanabe and Namba [9] discovered a chaotic
behaviour in the case where an attack rate of predator feeding upon resource, that is, IGP is relatively large and its
transformation rate is relatively small. In this case the population densities of three species become nearly equal to
zero. That is, there is a possibility of extinction. So we need to check if all species can survive for all future times, that
is, if the system is permanent. In this paper we give a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for permanence in IGP model.
The ﬁrst purpose of this paper is to perform local and global stability analysis for IGP model and give an assurance of
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the survival of all the species in IGP model. The model is described by the following system:
x′(t) = x(t)(r1 − a11x(t) − a12y(t) − a13z(t)),
y′(t) = y(t)(−r2 + a21x(t) − a22y(t) − a23z(t)),
z′(t) = z(t)(−r3 + a31x(t) + a32y(t) − a33z(t)), (1)
where x(t)(0), y(t)(0) and z(t)(0) are the densities of resource, prey and predator respectively. r1 is the intrinsic
growth rate of resource. r2 is the death rate of prey. r3 is the death rate of predator. a11, a22 and a33 are the density-
dependence coefﬁcients of resource, prey and predator respectively. a12 and a13 are the predation rate of prey and
predator feeding upon resource respectively. a23 is the predation rate of predator feeding upon prey. a21/a12 is the
transformation rate of prey due to predation on resource. a31/a13 and a32/a23 are the transformation rate of predator
due to predation on resource and prey respectively.All the parameters except a22, a33 are assumed positive and a22, a33
are non-negative.
Next, we introduce the stage-structure into the predator in IGPmodel. Stage-structuredmodels described by ordinary
differential equations have received much attention in recent years. This is not only because they are much simpler than
the models governed by partial differential equations but also because they can exhibit phenomena similar to those of
partial differential models and many important physiological parameters can be incorporated [1,10]. So it is practical
to introduce the stage-structure into the IGP model. The second purpose of this paper is to investigate how the stage-
structure affects the stability of the IGP model. Now, we give some assumptions. First, immature and mature predators
are divided by maturation age (0). Secondly, assume that the immature predator has little ability of predation, we
can neglect its predation rate upon the resource. Thirdly, we neglect density-dependence coefﬁcients of prey, immature
and mature predator. Then we obtain the following model:
x′(t) = x(t)(r1 − a11x(t) − a12y(t) − a13zm(t)),
y′(t) = y(t)(−r2 + a21x(t) − a23zm(t)),
z′i (t) = −lzi(t) + (a31x(t) + a32y(t))zm(t) − e−l(a31x(t − ) + a32y(t − ))zm(t − ),
z′m(t) = −r3zm(t) + e−l(a31x(t − ) + a32y(t − ))zm(t − ). (2)
Here zi(t)(0) denotes the density of immature predator and zm(t)(0) the density of mature predator. l(> 0)
is the death rate of immature predator and r3(> 0) is the death rate of mature predator. a12(> 0) and a13(> 0) are
the predation rate of prey and mature predator feeding upon resource respectively. a23(> 0) is the predation rate of
mature predator feeding upon prey. a31/a13(> 0) and a32/a23(> 0) are the transformation rate of mature predator due
to predation on resource and prey respectively. The term
(a31x(t) + a32y(t))zm(t)
represents the number of immature predators that are born at time t. Further, the term
e−l(a31x(t − ) + a32y(t − ))zm(t − )
represents the number of immature predators that was born at time t −  which still survives at time t and is transferred
from the immature stage to the mature stage at time t. Note that e−l is the probability that immature predator succeeds
in growing up into mature predator.
Note that the third equation can be separated from the whole system (2). In addition we drop the subscript of zm.
Thus, we only consider the model;
x′(t) = x(t)(r1 − a11x(t) − a12y(t) − a13z(t)),
y′(t) = y(t)(−r2 + a21x(t) − a23z(t)),
z′(t) = −r3z(t) + e−l(a31x(t − ) + a32y(t − ))z(t − ) (3)
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with initial conditions
x() = 1(), −0,
y() = 2(), −0,
z() = 3(), −0,
where i (i = 1, 2, 3) are non-negative continuous functions on  ∈ [−, 0]. It is easy to see that (2) inherits the
permanence and stability of (3). Because of this, we will concentrate on (3).
This paper consists of four sections. In Section 2 we consider IGP model (1) and boundedness, equilibrium and local
and global stability conditions of equilibria. In addition, we give a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for permanence.
As a consequence, we show that for any ri(i = 1, 2, 3) system (1) is permanent if and only if the determinant of the
interaction matrix
A =
(
a11 a12 a13
−a21 a22 a23
−a31 −a32 a33
)
is positive. In Section 3 we consider the IGP model (3) with stage-structure for predator. Note that model (3) becomes
model (1) if a22 = a33 = 0 and maturation period  is neglected. Section 3 shows boundedness, equilibrium and local
stability conditions of equilibria except a positive equilibrium. With respect to the positive equilibrium, it is difﬁcult
to ﬁnd its local stability conditions. So, by using stability switch criteria established by Beretta and Kuang [2], we
can show as time delay increases the stability switch occurs from instability to stability. Finally, in Section 4 we give
conclusions with a discussion.
2. Intra-guild predation model
First we consider the boundedness of the solution of (1).
Theorem 2.1. Any solution of (1) is bounded.
Proof. Let us consider the function
V (t) = a31x(t) + w1y(t) + w2z(t),
where wi (i = 1, 2) are positive constants chosen later. Then the time derivative of V (t) along the solution of (1) is
given by
V˙ = a31x(t)(r1 − a11x(t) − a12y(t) − a13z(t)) + w1y(t)(−r2 + a21x(t) − a22y(t) − a23z(t))
+ w2z(t)(−r3 + a31x(t) + a32y(t) − a33z(t))
 − r3w2z(t) − r2w1y(t) + a31x(t)(r1 − a11x(t)) + (w1a21 − a31a12)x(t)y(t)
+ (w2 − a13)a31x(t)z(t) + (w2a32 − w1a23)y(t)z(t).
Choose positive constants wi (i = 1, 2) as
w1a21 <a31a12, w2 <a13, w2a32 <w1a23.
It is easy to check these inequalities are compatible. Then V˙ (t) becomes
V˙ (t) − min{r2, r3}V (t) + a31[min{r2, r3} + r1]x(t).
From the ﬁrst equation of (1), we have
x′(t)x(t)(r1 − a11x(t))
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Table 1
Existence and local stability conditions for equilibrium points of model (1)
Equilibrium Existence condition Local stability condition
Eg0 Always Unstable
Eg1 Always Eg2, Eg3 do not exist
Eg2 r1 >r2a11/a21 z˜ < 0
Eg3 r1 >r3a11/a31 y˜ < 0
c1 = a11x∗ + a22y∗ + a33z∗,
c2 = a11a22x∗y∗ + a11a33x∗z∗ + a22a33y∗z∗
Eg4 x∗ > 0, y∗ > 0, z∗ > 0 +a12a21x∗y∗ + a23a32y∗z∗ + a13a31x∗z∗,
c3 = |A|x∗y∗z∗,
|A|> 0, c1c2 − c3 > 0
and lim supt→+∞ x(t)r1/a11. Finally, we have that
lim sup
t→+∞
V (t) a31[min{r2, r3} + r1]
min{r2, r3}
r1
a11
,
which completes the proof. 
Next, let us consider the local stability of the equilibria of (1). There can exist ﬁve nonnegative equilibria for model
(1), namely
(i) no-species equilibrium: Eg0 = (0, 0, 0),
(ii) one-species equilibrium: Eg1 = (r1/a11, 0, 0),
(iii) two-species equilibrium:
Eg2 = 1
a11a22 + a12a21 (r1a22 + r2a12,−r2a11 + r1a21, 0),
Eg3 = 1
a11a33 + a13a31 (r1a33 + r3a13, 0,−r3a11 + r1a31),
(iv) three-species equilibrium (positive equilibrium): Eg4 = (x∗, y∗, z∗), where
x∗ = x˜/|A|, y∗ = y˜/|A|, z∗ = z˜/|A|,
x˜ = r1a23a32 + r1a22a33 + r2a13a32 + r2a12a33 + r3a13a22 − r3a12a23,
y˜ = −r1a23a31 + r1a21a33 − r2a13a31 − r2a11a33 + r3a13a21 + r3a11a23,
z˜ = r1a22a31 + r1a21a32 + r2a12a31 − r2a11a32 − r3a12a21 − r3a11a22,
|A| = a13a22a31 − a12a23a31 + a13a21a32 + a11a23a32 + a12a21a33 + a11a22a33.
Existence and local stability conditions of the equilibria of the model are summarized in Table 1. Note that |A| is the
determinant of matrix A given in Section 1.
The main purpose of this section is to present a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for permanence of (1). We say
that system (1) is permanent if there exist positive constant vectors  and M such that
 lim inf
t→+∞ (x(t), y(t), z(t)) lim supt→+∞
(x(t), y(t), z(t))M .
Theorem 2.1 implies the existence of the M. We need the following lemmas to prove permanence of (1).
Lemma 2.1 (Hofbauer and Sigmund [5]). System (1) is permanent if there exists a positive vector p = (p1, p2, p3)
satisfying
p · (r − Ax)> 0, (4)
where r = (r1,−r2,−r3) and x runs through the boundary equilibrium points of (1).
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Lemma 2.2. System (1) has at least one of the boundary equilibrium points Eg2 or Eg3, if there exists a positive
equilibrium point.
Proof. Suppose that neither Eg2 nor Eg3 exists. Then Eg1 is locally asymptotically stable, which implies that
r1/a11 <r2/a21 and r1/a11 <r3/a31. This also implies that the null planes r1−a11x−a12y−a13z=0 and−r2+a21x−
a22y − a23z = 0 do not intersect in the positive octant, which contradicts to the existence of the positive equilibrium
point. 
Theorem 2.2. System (1) with a positive equilibrium point is permanent if and only if |A|> 0.
Proof. Necessity is obvious by [5]. We will check (4). Since a positive equilibrium point exists and |A|> 0, we have
x˜, y˜, z˜ > 0. It is easy to check that z˜ > 0 or y˜ > 0 ensures that (4) is satisﬁed at Eg2 or Eg3 respectively. Further, from
Lemma 2.2, at least one of Eg2 or Eg3 exists. This implies that we can choose p2, p3 > 0 satisfying condition (4) at
Eg1, that is, satisfying
p2(−r2 + a21r1/a11) + p3(−r3 + a31r1/a11)> 0.
Note that condition (4) at Eg0 holds true for sufﬁciently large p1 > 0, which completes the proof. 
Remark 2.1. Theorem 2.2 holds true even if a22 = a33 = 0.
It is known that (1) with a positive equilibrium can be chaotic [9] (or see Fig. 1(2)). In this case each population
seems to become almost zero. But Theorem 2.2 ensures that system (1) is permanent even if (1) has a complicated
behaviour. We can ﬁnd the lower estimate  which is independent of the initial values of the system.
3. IGP model with stage-structure
We can prove the boundedness of the solution of (3) just as the same as Theorem 2.1.
There can exist ﬁve nonnegative equilibria for model (3), namely
(i) no-species equilibrium: Es0 = (0, 0, 0),
(ii) one-species equilibrium: Es1 = (r1/a11, 0, 0),
(iii) two-species equilibrium:
Es2 =
(
r2
a21
,
1
a12
(
r1 − r2 a11
a21
)
, 0
)
,
Es3 =
(
r3
a31
el, 0,
1
a13
(
r1 − r3 a11
a31
el
))
,
(iv) three-species equilibrium (positive equilibrium): Es4 = (x∗, y∗, z∗), where
x∗ = x˜/|A|, y∗ = y˜/|A|, z∗ = z˜/|A|,
x˜ = −r3a12a23 + e−lr2a13a32 + e−lr1a23a32,
y˜ = −e−lr1a23a31 + r3a13a21 − e−lr2a13a31 + r3a11a23,
z˜ = e−lr2a12a31 + e−lr1a21a32 − r3a12a21 − e−lr2a11a32,
|A| = −e−la12a23a31 + e−la13a21a32 + e−la11a23a32.
We consider local stability of the equilibria. Denote a non-negative equilibrium point of (3) as E = (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) and
deﬁne
X(t) = (x(t) − xˆ, y(t) − yˆ, z(t) − zˆ).
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Then the linearized equation of (3) at E is described by
X′(t) = AX(t) + BX(t − ),
where A and B are 3 × 3 matrices given by
A =
(
r1 − 2a11xˆ − a12yˆ − a13zˆ −a12xˆ −a13xˆ
a21yˆ −r2 + a21xˆ − a23zˆ −a23yˆ
0 0 −r3
)
,
B =
( 0 0 0
0 0 0
e−la31zˆ e−la32zˆ e−l(a31xˆ + a32yˆ)
)
.
The characteristic equation of (3) at E is given by
(E) ≡ det[A + Be− − I ] = 0,
where I is an identity matrix and  denotes the characteristic roots.
Theorem 3.1. (i) Es0 is always unstable.
(ii) Es1 is locally asymptotically stable if Es2, Es3 do not exist.
(iii) Es2 is locally asymptotically stable if z˜ < 0.
(iv) Es3 is locally asymptotically stable if y˜ < 0 and e−l<a11/(r1a31).
Proof. (i) Since
(Es0) = (r1 − )(−r2 − )(−r3 − ) = 0,
the characteristic roots are given by
= r1,−r2,−r3.
Since one characteristic root r1 is positive, Es0 is always unstable.
(ii) Since
(Es1) = (−a11xˆ − )(−r2 + a21xˆ − )(−r3 + e−(l+)a31xˆ − ) = 0,
its solutions are given by = −a11xˆ < 0 and = −r2 + a21xˆ < 0 if r1 <r2a11/a21. Now we consider the third factor
and deﬁne
h() = + r3 − e−(l+)a31xˆ.
Then h() = 0 implies that
+ r3 = e−(l+)a31xˆ.
If we have Re 0 for the solution of h() = 0, then
r3 |+ r3| = |e−(l+)a31xˆ| = a31xˆe−l|e−|a31xˆe−l,
which gives r3a31xˆe−l. Consequently, Es1 is locally asymptotically stable if Es2 and Es3 do not exist.
(iii) Since
(Es2) = {−r3 + e−(l+)(a31xˆ + a32yˆ) − }(2 + a11xˆ+ a12a21xˆyˆ) = 0,
the solutions  obtained from the last factor have negative real parts by Routh–Hurwitz criterion. Now let us consider
the ﬁrst factor and deﬁne
h() = + r3 − e−(l+)(a31xˆ + a32yˆ).
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Then h() = 0 implies that
+ r3 = e−(l+)(a31xˆ + a32yˆ).
If we have Re 0 for the solution of h() = 0, then
r3 |+ r3| = e−l(a31xˆ + a32yˆ)|e−|e−l(a31xˆ + a32yˆ),
which gives r3e−l(a31xˆ + a32yˆ). Consequently, Es2 is locally asymptotically stable if r3 > e−l{r2a31/a21 +
a32/a12(r1 − r2a11/a21)} which is equivalent to z˜ < 0.
(iv) Since
(Es3) = (−r2 + a21xˆ − a23zˆ − ){2 + (r3 + a11xˆ)− (+ a11xˆ − a13zˆ)r3e−l}
=
(
el
a13a31
y˜ − 
)
{2 + (r3 + a11xˆ)− (+ a11xˆ − a13zˆ)r3e−l} = 0,
we have a solution given = (el/a13a31)y˜ < 0 if y˜ < 0 and the other characteristic roots satisfy
h(, ) = 2 + (r3 + a11xˆ)+ a11r3xˆ − (+ a11xˆ − a13zˆ)r3e−
= 0.
Note that = 0 is not root of h(, ) = 0 for any .
If = 0, we have that
h(, 0) = 2 + a11xˆ+ a13zˆr3 = 0.
From a11xˆ > 0 and a13zˆ > 0, h(, 0) = 0 has solutions with negative real parts.
Now, let = iw for some w> 0, deﬁne
h(iw, ) = − w2 + (r3 + a11xˆ)iw + a11r3xˆ − (iw + a11xˆ − a13zˆ)r3e−iw
= − w2 + (r3 + a11xˆ)iw + a11r3xˆ − r3((a11xˆ − a13zˆ) cos(w) + w sin(w))
− ir3(w cos(w) − (a11xˆ − a13zˆ) sin(w))
= 0.
Hence if = i is a solution of h(i, ) = 0, then we have
(r3 + a11xˆ)w − r3(w cos(w) − (a11xˆ − a13zˆ) sin(w)) = 0,
and
(r3 + a11xˆ)w = r3(w cos(w) − (a11xˆ − a13zˆ) sin(w))
r3w + r3(a11xˆ + a13zˆ)(w),
from which we have that
a11xˆr3(a11xˆ + a13zˆ),
i.e.,
e−l a11
r1a31
,
which is a contradiction to e−l<a11/(r1a31). This completes the proof. 
We can prove the global asymptotically stability for Es1 as follows.
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Theorem 3.2. If
r1 <r2
a11
a21
, r1 <r3
a11
a31
el,
then Es1 is globally asymptotically stable.
Proof. In fact, from the ﬁrst equation of (3), we have that
lim sup
t→+∞
x(t) r1
a11
,
from which for sufﬁciently large t t1,
x(t) r1
a11
+ 	,
here 	> 0 is sufﬁciently small. From the second equation of (3), we have that for t t1,
y′(t)
(
−r2 + a21
(
r1
a11
+ 	
))
y(t).
	 can be chosen small enough such that
−r2 + a21
(
r1
a11
+ 	
)
< 0.
It follows that
lim
t→+∞ y(t) = 0.
Hence, for sufﬁciently large t t2,
y(t)
,
here 
> 0 is sufﬁciently small such that
r3 >
(
r1a31
a11
+ a32

)
e−l. (5)
From the third equation of (3), we have that for t t2 + ,
z′(t) − r3z(t) +
(
r1a31
a11
+ a32

)
e−lz(t − ).
According to [4], from (5), we have
lim
t→+∞ z(t) = 0.
From the ﬁrst equations of (3), we can also have that
lim
t→+∞ x(t) =
r1
a11
,
which shows that Es1 is a global attractor. By Theorem 3.1(ii), it is globally asymptotically stable.
Let us consider local stability of the positive equilibriumEs4. It is not easy to ﬁnd rigorously local stability condition
of Es4. In this section, using stability switch criteria, we try to analyze local stability of Es4. The criteria can indicate
that the stability of a given steady state is simply determined by the graph which is expressed as some functions of 
and thus can be easily depicted by Mathematica. In the following we show the stability switch criteria for Es4.
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We consider the characteristic equation of model (3)
3 + a()2 + b()+ c() + (d()2 + e()+ f ())e− = 0; (6)
 ∈ R+0 and a(), b(), c(), d(), e(), f () : R+0 → R are differentiable functions of class C1(R+0) such that
c() + f () = 0 for all  ∈ R+0 and for any , d(), e(), f () are not simultaneously zero. We deﬁne
P(, ) := 3 + a()2 + b()+ c(),Q(, ) := d()2 + e()+ f ().
Due to c() + f () = 0,  = 0 cannot be a root of (6). So a stability switch (or a crossing of the eigenvalue on the
imaginary axis) necessarily occurs with = ±i with > 0. Without loss of generality we assume = i,> 0, as
a root of (6). Then P(, ) and Q(, ) are
P(i, ) = −i3 − a()2 + ib()+ c(),
Q(i, ) = −d()2 + ie()+ f ().
Now we replace that P(i, ) = PR(i, ) + iPI (i, ) and Q(i, ) = QR(i, ) + iQI(i, ) where
PR(i, ) = −a()2 + c(),
PI (i, ) = −3 + b(),
QR(i, ) = −d()2 + f (),
QI(i, ) = e().
We put = i into (6), then we have
cos= −PRQR + PIQI|Q(i, )|2 ,
sin= −PRQI − PIQR|Q(i, )|2 . (7)
Now we can deﬁne F(, ) as follows and consider
F(, ) ≡ |P(i, )|2 − |Q(i, )|2. (8)
Assume that I ⊆ R+0 is the set where () is a positive root of (8) and for  /∈ I , () is not deﬁnite. Then for all  in
I, () satisﬁes that
F(, ) = 0. (9)
And we can deﬁne the angle  ∈ [0, 2], as the solution of (7)
cos () = −PRQR + PIQI|Q(i, )|2 ,
sin () = −PRQI − PIQR|Q(i, )|2 , (10)
and the relation between the  in (7) for > 0 and the argument  in (10) must be
= + 2n, n ∈ N0 := {0, 1, 2, . . .}. (11)
Hence we can deﬁne the maps n : I → R+0 given by
n() := () + 2n
()
, n > 0, n ∈ N0,
where a positive root () of (9) exists in I. Let us introduce the functions I → R,
Sn() := − n()
that are continuous and differentiable in . 
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Theorem 3.3 (Beretta and Kuang [2]). Assume that () is a positive root of (9) deﬁned for  ∈ I, I ⊆ R+0, and at
some ∗ ∈ I
Sn(
∗) = 0 for some n ∈ N0. (12)
Then a pair of simple conjugate pure imaginary roots = ±i exists at = ∗ which crosses the imaginary axis from
left to right if (∗)> 0 and crosses the imaginary axis from right to left if (∗)< 0, where
(∗) = sign{F ′((∗), ∗)}sign
{
dSn()
d
∣∣∣∣
=∗
}
. (13)
Remark 3.1. Assume that () ∈ (0, 2),  ∈ I , where () is deﬁned by (10). Then we have
() = arctan(−
()/()) if sin > 0, cos > 0;
() = /2 if sin = 1, cos = 0;
() = + arctan(−
()/()) if cos < 0;
() = 3/2 if sin = −1, cos = 0;
() = 2+ arctan(−
()/()) if sin < 0, cos > 0,
where () = PRQR + PIQI and 
() = −PRQI + PIQR .
Let us apply this criteria to the stability of the positive equilibrium of the model (3). Here we use the set of
parameters at which solution behaviour is chaotic at  = 0. Fig. 1(1) shows S0() has one zero at ∗ = 1.41. Also we
ﬁnd F ′((∗), ∗)< 0. Then we can ﬁnd (∗)< 0. According to Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3.1, we see that at ∗
stability switch occurs toward stability. In addition we ﬁnd the predator goes to extinction by further increase of time
delay. These results are in agreement with our computer simulations (see Fig. 1(2)–(5)).
4. Discussion
This paper considered IGP model (1) and stage-structured IGP model (3).
Section 2 considered IGP model (1). Tanabe and Namba [9] shows relatively high predation rate and small transfor-
mation rate of predator feeding upon resource causes the emergence of chaos. In addition, if we do not take account of
IGP, that is, a13 = a31 = 0 in model (1), it is well-known that a positive equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable.
In Theorem 2.2 we showed the system is permanent if and only if the determinant of the interaction matrixA is positive.
This theorem can ensure the survival of all the species for the long term even if the system is chaotic. From a biological
point of view, relatively small amount of reproduction rate of predator feeding upon resource can construct a permanent
ecological community.
Section 3 considered the IGP model with the stage-structure for the predator. The steady state of this model depends
on the maturation period  through a factor e−l, where l is the death rate of immature predator. One would expect that
the characteristic equation has coefﬁcients depending on the steady state coordinates and hence on this exponential
factor e−l. The resulting characteristic equation, once linearized around the steady state, also contains this factor. To
carry out the linear stability analysis here is a severer task than in the case of coefﬁcients independent of delay . So it
is difﬁcult to analyze the local stability of the positive equilibrium Es4. Therefore, we analyzed its local stability via
the stability switch criteria. As a result, we can ﬁnd stability switch occurs from instability to stability at ∗ = 1.41.
Our computer simulation can easily conﬁrm this. So the large time delay plays a stabilizing role for our model. Further
increase of time delay causes the extinction of predator. From a biological point of view, the presence of the predator
with a relatively medium maturation period can cause the possibility of stable coexistence. In addition, if l = 0, the
steady state does not depend on time delay .As a result of local stability analysis in this case, we can prove the stability
does not change by introduction of time delay if the positive equilibrium is unstable at  = 0. On the other hand, the
stability switch occurs toward instability if it is stable at  = 0. And further increase of time delay does not cause the
occurrence of stability switch. This implies that both medium maturation period and moderate mortality are necessary
for the model to be stable.
The future problem is to give a condition for permanence of model (3).
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Fig. 1. (1) Is a graph of stability switch in terms of time delay for model (3). Each of (2),(3),(4),(5) is a three-dimensional x, y, z population change
for model (3) satisfying r1 =5, r2 =1, r3 =1.2, l=0.5, a11 =0.3, a12 =1, a13 =15, a21 =1, a23 =1, a31 =0.1, a32 =1. (2),(3) a chaotic behaviour
at = 0, 0.3, respectively; (4) a periodic behaviour at = 1; (5) the trajectory converges to a positive equilibrium at = 1.8.
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